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JONATHAN WILSON WILL PUT A SMILE ON YOUR FACE AT A TIME
WHEN WE ALL NEED IT WITH NEW VIDEO FOR “IN HEAVEN MAKING LOVE”
FROM HIS ACCLAIMED NEW ALBUM DIXIE BLUR VIEW HERE
“Jonathan Wilson’s ‘Dixie Blur’ is the somber yet comforting album you need
right now” – Rolling Stone Country
“’Dixie Blur’ is an excellent, wonderfully understated effort from Wilson, who digs
into new depths of emotion, but wearing his heart on his sleeve much more than
his record collection.” – The Associated Press
Nashville, TN – Following the March 6th release of his critically acclaimed new album Dixie
Blur, Jonathan Wilson releases the light-hearted video for the joyful single “In Heaven
Making Love”.
For all the dog lovers, hopeless romantics, and hopeless dog loving romantics out there,
this heart-warming clip is sure to make you smile at a time when everyone could use it.
The video features a canine cast, with the lead finding a new love interest, only to lose
her without warning. Our hero frantically searches high and low and will stop at nothing
until they are reunited. When it comes to affairs of the heart, love leads all, even with our
furry friends (View Here).
Dixie Blur (BMG/Bella Union) finds the highly respected artist/producer/multiinstrumentalist offering up his most personal and comprehensive work to date, and the
press agree (See Highlights). Read the brand new feature on Wilson at Rollling Stone
Country. Listen to Dixie Blur.
"’Dixie Blur’ is a tuneful display of Wilson’s songwriting chops…[he] has never sounded
better than on this record.” - No Depression
“...his strongest and most affecting to date, but also destined to end up on year-end
best-of lists. It’s that good.” - LA Weekly
“Jonathan Wilson is one of the most ambitious, introspective, and complex
artists of our time.” – The Aquarian Weekly
Like so many artists, Wilson postponed his tour due to COVID-19. The dates will be
rescheduled, but later this year fans can catch Wilson as guitarist and vocalist on Roger
Waters’ upcoming worldwide “This Is Not A Drill” Tour.
For press information about Jonathan Wilson, please contact
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Visit SongsOfJonathanWilson.com for news and updates

